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MADISON - On Wednesday, the Wisconsin Government Accountability Board (GAB), which
oversees elections in the state, sent a letter to local election clerks around the state, to
determine the most administratively convenient times for the recall elections targeting
Republican Gov. Scott Walker.

The GAB was asking clerks to respond in time for the board’s upcoming meeting this Monday.

We need to go ahead with this recall election as soon as possible. There is no reason for any
further delay.

Recall organizers collected nearly one million signatures of Wisconsin citizens demanding a
recall election to remove Scott Walker from office. They waited for nearly two weeks after the
first legal date to begin collecting them, and did so easily within the 60 days allowed by
Wisconsin law. They filed their petitions at the appropriate place and in a timely manner.

Normally, and in any other recall around our State, the elected official targeted by a recall has
30 days to challenge the validity of the signatures. After all, you want to give the accused party
the right to look at the petitions and challenge the validity of the names on it. That's only fair.

Walker, however, got his 30 days and did not challenge even one name. On top of that, he
shopped around for a sympathetic judge in Waukesha County to issue an order that the GAB
had to redo Walker's work for him. The GAB was to spend thousands, if not more, of our tax
dollars to verify the validity of every name.
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Walker's people did not identity one invalid signature. Is there any reason to believe that the
GAB will find, after all the work, nearly 500,000 of them? If at least 541,000 of the one million
signatures submitted, or 54%, are valid, then the recall election must go ahead anyway. Even
Walker's most ardent supporters are not claiming evidence of a 46% rejection rate.

Justice delayed is justice denied. Walker and his cronies have been given nearly a year and a
half to trample all over the Wisconsin Constitution, hold closed meetings, gerrymander the
State, and pass election laws which deny thousands of citizens their right to vote. All the while,
the citizens of this State have been waiting to exercise their right to throw him out of office.

It is time to stop the circus and have the election. There can be nothing to gain from further
delay, except to feed Walker's apparent belief that the Koch Brother's money has placed him
above the law and the people.

What's next? Maybe some legal maneuver to find a judge to rule that governors cannot be
recalled after all?
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